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Abstract
The clinical relevance of immune landscape intratumoural heterogeneity (immune-ITH) and its role in
tumour evolution remain largely unexplored. Here, we uncovered signi�cant spatial and phenotypic
immune–ITH from multiple tumour sectors and deciphered its relationship with tumour evolution and
disease progression in hepatocellular carcinomas (HCC). Immune–ITH was associated with RNA-ITH and
distinct immune microenvironments. Tumours with low immune–ITH experienced higher
immunoselective pressure and underwent escape mechanisms via loss of heterozygosity in human
leukocyte antigens and immunoediting. Instead, the tumours with high immune-ITH were associated with
a more immunosuppressive/exhausted microenvironment. This immune pressure gradient along with
immune-ITH represents a hallmark of tumour evolution closely linked to the transcriptome-immune
networks contributing to disease progression and immune inactivation. Remarkably, high immune-ITH
and its transcriptomic signature were predictive for worse clinical outcome in HCC patients. This in-depth
investigation of ITH provides novel evidence on tumour-immune co-evolution along HCC progression.

Introduction
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is known to be a heterogeneous tumour derived primarily from a
background of chronic liver in�ammation with various etiopathogenesis including chronic viral hepatitis
infection, alcoholism and fatty liver diseases1. Due to the heterogenous nature of HCC and hence the
limited options for targeted treatment, HCC remains the third leading cause of cancer mortality globally2.
The recent success of immunotherapy in HCC bene�t only up to 20% of the patients, who would respond
to the anti-PD-1 checkpoint inhibitor monotherapy3, 4. Therefore, the current immunotherapy landscape
leans towards combination therapy with enhanced clinical e�cacy, such as that demonstrated by the
recently approved atezolizumab (anti-PD-L1) and bevacizumab (anti-VEGFA) combination therapy in the
phase III (IMbrave150) trial5. Moreover, a recent biomarker study from liver cancer patients treated with
immune-checkpoint blockade demonstrated that low intratumoural transcriptomic diversity and cytolytic
activity of CD8 + T cells predicts response to immunotherapy6. This warrants a deeper understanding of
the complex nature of immune microenvironment and its relationship with tumour genomic pro�les in a
spatio-temporal manner.

The intratumoural heterogeneity (ITH) in the genomic landscape was previously described as an
important hallmark of tumour evolution and cancer progression7 including in HCC8, 9. On the �ip side, the
biological and clinical relevance of ITH in the tumour microenvironment (TME) based upon
comprehensive immune pro�ling of the spatial distributions and the phenotypes of tumour-in�ltrating
leukocytes (TILs), remains unexplored. Recent multiomic analyses have explored and described intensive
ITH in TME of HCC10. Other recent studies using immunogenomics approach addressed how the immune
landscape contributes to genomic-ITH in ovarian cancer11 and HCC12. Despite that, ITH on the immune
landscape remains a correlative feature associated with tumour genomic-ITH and its direct clinical
impact and role in tumour evolution unexplored. On the other hand, tumour evolution or immunoediting
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driven by immunoselective pressure was previously demonstrated in other cancers13, 14. It is also not
known if immune-ITH is linked to TME with different immunoselective pressure, which drives tumour
evolution. Given the multistep nature of carcinogenesis and disease progression in HCC, it will be
important to study and understand the evolution of its immune microenvironment along with tumour
genomic evolution.

Our study aims to �ll the knowledge gap in the �eld of tumour ITH and to examine the signi�cance of
immune-ITH in tumour evolution and disease progression. Using multi-sectoring and multi-omics
approaches on different regions from a single HCC tumour, we found a marked degree of immune–ITH
that was correlated to tumour transcriptomic-ITH. Concurrently, the overall TME showed decreasing
immunoselective pressure with increased immune-ITH indicating an immune evolution towards immune
exhaustion/suppression. Along with this differential immunoselective pressure, tumour evolved with
distinct escape strategies. We also uncovered immune-ITH related transcriptome-immune networks and
the distinct molecular pathways involved in dictating the disease progression and immune status. The
current �ndings demonstrated the remodelling of immune landscape with increased immune-ITH as
another dimension in tumour-immune co-evolution, which can be harnessed as a predictive signature for
tumour progression.

Results
Signi�cant degree of immune-ITH in HCC

Based on our previous discovery of signi�cant genomic ITH and its impact on evolution trajectory in
HCC9, we aimed to examine the degree and implication of ITH in the immune landscapes from multiple
regions within a HCC tumour. Following strict sampling protocol of two to �ve regions per tumour
(Supplementary Fig. 1a, b), we prospectively collected a total of 95 tumour sectors (T), 28 adjacent non-
tumour liver tissues N) and 28 peripheral blood (P) from 28 HCC patients who underwent surgical
resection as the �rst-line therapy without any prior treatment (Supplementary Table 1). The samples from
the same region were analysed by cytometry by time-of-�ight (CyTOF) for their immunomic pro�le; as
well as whole genome sequencing (WGS), and RNA-sequencing to examine the interrelationship between
the immune pro�le with the genomic and transcriptomic pro�les respectively (Fig. 1a). CyTOF analysis
was performed using 38 surface or intracellular immune markers (Supplementary Table 2) as previously
described16.

First, we observed different level of ITH from the key immune lineages: B cells, CD8+ and CD4+ T cells,
NK cells, NKT cells and macrophages. For instance, tumour sectors from patient B016 showed relatively
homogeneous distributions of immune lineages whereas that from patient H255 show marked degree of
ITH (Fig. 1b). Next, we focused on the ITH contributed by the major tumour-in�ltrating leukocytes (TILs)
subsets identi�ed as the key global representative of TME in HCC from our previous study16

(Supplementary Fig. 2a). Indeed, we observed signi�cant variations in the proportions (Fig. 1c) and the
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variances (Supplementary Fig. 2b) of these 15 immune subsets in the TME of HCC, indicating marked
degree of immune-ITH.

In order to validate if ITH was also re�ected by tissue immune cell density, we next examined the
heterogeneity in the densities of the CD4+ and CD8+ T cells within tumour tissues using multiplex-
immunohistochemistry (mIHC). Indeed, we observed signi�cant ITH of these T cells densities (Fig. 1e).

Taken together, the above data demonstrated signi�cant immune–ITH within HCC tumours.

 

Immune-ITH correlated with tumour transcriptomic-ITH

Next, to systematically quantify for immune-ITH, we compared the proportions of these 15 immune
subsets in pairwise manner across all tumour sectors from each single tumour using Spearman’s
correlation (rho), which measures degree of association or homogeneity17. The immune-ITH scores
(degree of heterogeneity) were then reported as one minus rho (Supplementary Fig. 3a) and varying
degrees of immune–ITH were identi�ed for each tumour (Fig. 2a and Supplementary Table 3). We also
calculated immune-ITH scores using Euclidean distance18 and demonstrated a high correlation between
the two scoring methods (rho= 0.99, Fig. 2b) resulting in the same immune-ITH groupings for the HCC
tumours according to their respective medians (Supplementary Fig. 4a).

To further validate and correlate the immune-ITH between the immune cell proportions (CyTOF) and T cell
densities (mIHC), we assigned ITH scoring to the T cell densities by calculating the standard deviation of
CD4+ and CD8+ T cell densities from 10 regions for each tumour, re�ecting its ITH. Indeed, we observed a
signi�cant correlation when comparing the degrees of immune-ITH based on CyTOF (proportions of
immune subsets) or tissues mIHC (cell densities) (Fig. 2c), both demonstrating signi�cant degree of
Immune-ITH within the HCC tumours.

Next, we aimed to explore the relationship between immune-ITH with genomic- and transcriptomic-ITH,
which were shown to be an important hallmark of tumour evolution7, 9. We calculated the tumour RNA-
ITH, as 1 minus Spearman’s rho for RNA expression of each gene and DNA–ITH, as ratio of the number of
unique DNA mutations to the total number of DNA mutations, with references to previously described
methods9, 19 (Supplementary Fig. 3b and Supplementary Table 3). Comparing these ITHs, we found a
strong correlation between immune–ITH and RNA–ITH (Fig. 2d), indicating a closer relationship between
immune and tumour transcriptome landscapes. Instead, a weaker correlation between RNA-ITH and DNA-
ITH and only a trend of positive correlation was observed between DNA-ITH and immune–ITH (Fig. 2d),
suggesting that DNA–ITH (calculated based on all mutations) may have less impact or only certain
speci�c DNA mutations may impact on immune-ITH. 

As RNA-ITH is indicative of tumour evolution7, 9, its correlation with immune-ITH provided evidence that
increased immune-ITH could be a hallmark of immune evolution in HCC.
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Immune exhaustive and suppressive TME in tumours with high immune-ITH

In order to underscore if immune-ITH has an impact on the overall immune status in tumours, we next
compared the proportion of 15 key immune-subsets in these tumours. We found that tumours with high
immune–ITH were signi�cantly enriched with immunosuppressive/exhausted GB- inactive memory
CD4+T cells, Treg and PD-1+GB- exhausted CD8+-T cells; while conversely, tumours with low immune–ITH
were enriched with activated/cytotoxic immune-subsets, such as GB+CD45RO+activated memory CD4+-T
cells, CD69+/-NK cells, and GB+PD-1-activated CD8+-T cells (Fig. 3a). This data demonstrated that apart
from different immune-ITH, there was also distinct overall immune subsets distribution between tumours
with low versus high immune-ITH. Additionally, we validated that the density of intratumoural Treg was
indeed enriched in the tumours with high immune-ITH by tissue mIHC (Fig.3b). six other immune-subsets,
including naïve CD4+T cells and CD14+macrophages, showed no signi�cant enrichment in either tumour
groups; although CD27- B cells with unknown functions, were also signi�cantly enriched in tumours with
low immune–ITH (Fig. 3a and Supplementary Fig. 5a).

Next, we also tested the functionality of CD3+ T cells for cytokines production upon PMA/Ionomycin
stimulation and observed varying percentages of cytokines-expressing T cells across different tumour
sectors, demonstrating a marked degree of ITH in T cells functionality (Fig. 3c). Consistent with the
�ndings above, the overall levels of the pro-in�ammatory cytokines TNFa and IFNg in stimulated CD3+ T
cells were lower in tumours with high versus low immune–ITH (Fig. 3d).

Overall, tumours with low immune-ITH experienced stronger immune pressure; while tumours with higher
immune-ITH harboured a more immunosuppressive and exhaustive TME. Such gradient towards immune
inactivation with increased immune-ITH may indicate TME remodeling and evolution which could have
important implications in tumour progression.

 

Tumour evolution events associated with tumours with different immune-ITH

 

As we hypothesized on the link between immune-ITH and tumour evolution, we next examined tumour
evolution events such as tumour mutations, loss of heterozygosity in human leukocyte antigens (HLA-
LOH) and immunoediting14 with respect to immune-ITH. First, we observed higher events of copy number
variations (CNVs), indicating higher genomic instability in tumours with high immune–ITH compared to
those with low immune-ITH (Fig. 4a). Importantly, the total non-silent mutations were also higher in
tumours with high immune-ITH (Fig. 4b), suggesting a tumour evolution trajectory with the accumulation
of more mutational burden in tumours with higher immune-ITH. Next, we examined speci�c genomic
mutations, namely the neoantigen (8-mer to 11-mer epitopes with <500 nM predicted binding a�nity to
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MHC-class 1), which could potentially be recognized by the immune system. Interestingly, tumours with
high immune–ITH harboured higher total and subclonal (occurred in at least one but not all sectors), but
not clonal (occurred in all sectors) neoantigens (Fig. 4c). This data suggests that the heterogeneity of
neoantigens across tumour sectors represented by higher subclonal neoantigens mirrored that of the
increased immune-ITH. Also since genomically heterogenous tumours with higher subclonal neoantigens
was shown to be an indication of tumour evolution20, this again provided evidence of potential co-
evolution between the tumour and immune landscapes, where both demonstrated enhanced
heterogeneity.

Given that the stronger immunoselective pressure experienced by tumours with lower immune-ITH could
serve as a driving force for tumour escape mechanisms such as HLA-LOH and immunoediting14, we next
mapped the HLA-LOH and immunoediting (represented by the ratio of neoantigen/non-silent mutation)
against immune-ITH from each tumour sector (Fig. 4d). Interestingly, we observed lower immune–ITH in
tumours with HLA-LOH (Fig.4e), indicating a defective antigen-presentation machinery (HLA-LOH) was
indeed a tumour escape mechanism in tumours with low immune-ITH. Additionally, we observed
signi�cant immunoediting (indicated by lower neoantigen/non-silent mutation ratio) only in tumours with
low immune–ITH and intact HLA (Fig.4f); indicating that only tumours with stronger immune pressure
(low immune-ITH) and antigen presentation capability (intact HLA) underwent immunoediting as another
escape mechanism. We also con�rmed this �nding by calculating the immunoediting score as the ratio
of observed:expected neoantigens per non-silent mutation according to previously published methods14

(Fig.4g). This data once again strengthens the link between immune-ITH, immunoselective pressure and
tumour escape mechanisms as a series of tumour evolutionary events.

Taken together, tumours with low immune-ITH that experienced higher immunoselective pressure
underwent HLA-LOH and immunoediting as the intrinsic tumour escape mechanisms. Whereas tumours
with high immune-ITH escaped with extrinsic mechanisms by remodeling towards a more
immunoexhaustive and suppressive TME as well as accumulated more mutations particularly subclonal
neoantigens. These distinct evolutionary mechanisms provided evidence for tumour and immune
landscapes co-evolution along the gradient of immunoselective pressure and immune-ITH in HCC
tumours.

 

Immune-ITH-related transcriptomic-immune network contributed to distinct tumour microenvironment

Given a signi�cant correlation found between immune- and RNA-ITH (Fig. 2d), we next examined how the
transcriptomic signatures is associated with immune-ITH or local immune activation status. We �rst
identi�ed a total of 1,709 differential expressed gene (DEGs) as the “immune-ITH transcriptomic
signature” when comparing tumours with low versus high immune–ITH (Supplementary Fig. 6a). To
further explore the interactions between the tumour-speci�c transcriptomic pro�le with its immune
landscapes, we �ltered off the genes contributed by immune subsets according to CIBERSORT21 to
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obtain the tumour-speci�c transcriptomes (n= 634 for low and n= 583 for high immune-ITH enriched
DEGs, respectively). We then correlated these DEGs with the proportion of key immune-subsets in TME
(from CyTOF) and constructed their respective transcriptome-immune networks speci�c to low or high
immune-ITH. Interestingly, we found very distinct networks between low or high immune-ITH (Fig 5a, b).
Low immune-ITH related tumour transcriptome showed positive association with cytotoxic NK cells and
activated GB+memory CD4+ and PD-1- GB+ CD8+-T cells; or negative association with immunosuppressive
Treg, exhausted PD-1+GB-CD8+-T cells and inactive GB-memory CD4+-T cells (Fig. 5a). The opposite
transcriptome-immune interactions were observed with high immune–ITH related transcriptomes,
whereby positive correlations with immunosuppressive and exhaustive or negative correlations with
cytotoxic and activated immune subsets were observed (Fig. 5b). These networks demonstrated that
transcriptomic signature of high immune-ITH was closely linked to a immunosuppressive and exhausted
TME, consistent with our  data above.

Next we performed pathway enrichment analyses on these DEGs associated with these low or high
immune-ITH networks (Fig. 5c and Supplementary Table 4) and found that metabolism pathway,
particularly genes associated with fatty acid metabolism, such as CPT2, ACAA2, CBR4, ECHDC2 and
ACAA1  were positively associated with active GB+CD45RO+ memory CD4+ and PD-1-GB+CD8+ T cells
(Fig. 5a). We also found a negative correlation between Treg and several glycoprotein-related genes such
as COL25A1, CLEC2B, CLEC1A, ADAMTS4, CLEC3B and ADAMTS1 (Fig. 5a), indicating the distinct
metabolism pathways were potentially involved in maintaining the immune status of TME in HCC.
Indeed, metabolic regulation of immune functions in cancer have been increasingly appreciated in a
number of recent studies22, 23.

Conversely, the pathways enriched in trancriptome-immune network from tumours with high immune-ITH
included cell cycle, nucleotide-binding, centromere, microtubule and transcription, all of which were well
known to be associated with tumour cell proliferation and disease progression24, 25, 26. Particularly, cell
cycle genes such as KIFC1, MCM7, MCM8, CSNK2A1 and CDK19 that showed positive association with
inactive GB-CD45RO+ resting CD4+T cells and immunosuppressive Treg subsets or negative association
with active PD-1-GB+CD8+ T cells subset (Fig. 5b). Among which, KIFC1 was previously found to be a
factor for poor prognostic and therapeutic target associated with tumour proliferation in HCC27, 28, even
though its immunodulatory function has never been described before. Another group of chaperone genes
such as CCT5, CCT7, CCT6A, CCT4, TCP1 and PTGES3 showed negative correlation with active PD-1-

GB+CD8+T cells (Fig. 5b). These cytosolic chaperone were previously implicated in cancer cell
proliferation and predicts poor prognosis in HCC29, 30.

The distinct gene-immune networks further strengthened the evidence that transcriptomic signature of
immune-ITH was closely linked to the phenotypes of its TME. More importantly, it suggested that tumours
with high immune-ITH demonstrated a transcriptomic network linked to immune exhaustion or
suppression as well as tumour proliferation and disease progression.
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High Immune–ITH predicts worse disease prognosis and survival in HCC patients

While genomic- and transcriptomic-ITH has been shown to correlate with poor prognosis in various
cancers31, the clinical relevance of immune–ITH remains unknown. Our data above suggest that tumours
with high immune–ITH are more immunosuppressive, harbored more mutations and show aggressive or
progressive tumour transcriptomic signature. By examining immune-ITH against multiple clinical
parameters, we indeed found that high immune–ITH was associated with larger size of tumours, higher
degree of �brosis, the presence of microvascular invasion (MVI) and advanced TNM stage of tumour
(Fig. 6a, b), all of which indicative of tumour progression and poor disease pro�les. Of note, the immune-
ITH is not associated with other parameters such as grade, viral status, AFP level or the number of
tumour sectors harvested and analyzed (Supplementary Fig. 7a).

More importantly, patients with tumours of high immune–ITH had a signi�cantly higher risk of recurrence
than those with tumours of low immune–ITH (Fig. 6c). Of note, patients received no treatment prior to the
point of recurrence, showing that this as a phenomenon following the natural trajectory of tumour
evolution and disease progression that was not in�uenced by any therapeutic intervention. Next, we
examined the survival impact of immune–ITH in our current cohort with both univariate and multivariate
analyses, taking into consideration of multiple clinical factors including tumour stage, grade, size, MVI, as
well as other factors associated with immune-ITH including cytokines-expressing CD3+ T cells
(representing TME immunoselective pressure), DNA- and RNA-ITH and tumour neoantigen burden. Among
all the parameters, only immune-ITH as well as stage, tumour size, microvascular invasion (MVI) and race
were signi�cantly linked to RFS in the univariate analysis (Supplementary Table 5). From the multivariate
analysis, we found that only immune–ITH remained an independent predictive factor for RFS, together
with stage and MVI (Fig. 6d). Hence to rule out potential confounding effect from both stage and MVI, we
tested the impact of immune-ITH only in patients with tumours from early stages (TNM stage I & II) or
without MVI and found that immune-ITH remained an independent predictor of RFS (Fig. 6e). Taken
together, increased immune-ITH was signi�cantly associated with worse clinical pro�le and predicts for
poor disease outcome in HCC patients.

Lastly, to validate the impact of immune-ITH on larger publicly available HCC dataset, we interrogated the
expression pro�le of 1,709 immune–ITH gene signature in two large public HCC datasets: the Japanese
Liver Cancer from the International Cancer Genome Consortium32 (“Japanese”, n=203) and the Liver HCC
from TCGA33 (“TCGA”, n=315). For each dataset, we clustered the patients into low or high immune-ITH
associated groups based on signi�cant differential expression of immune-ITH related genes
(Supplementary Fig. 8a). Indeed, we con�rmed that patients with gene expression pro�les resembling
high immune–ITH had poorer overall survival (OS) than those with gene expression pro�les resembling
low immune–ITH, in both the Japanese and TCGA cohorts (1,000-time bootstrap FDR < 0.01, Fig. 6f).
Therefore, despite the fact that these publicly available transcriptomic data were obtained from single
tumour biopsy, the molecular features underlying immune–ITH were consistently and closely linked to
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advanced clinical trajectory. We further con�rmed the robustness of our observations by shifting one
patient between the immune–ITH groups and using leave-one (patient) out method to show that  >95% of
target genes remained consistent and capable of segregating patients’ OS (p < 0.01; Supplementary Fig.
8b,c). Hence, we have identi�ed and validated a robust immune–ITH signature capable of predicting
disease prognosis in HCC patients.

In conclusion, we proposed a tumour-immune co-evolution model (Fig. 6g), where the immune
landscapes evolved with increased immune-ITH and immunosuppressive/exhaustive TME; concurrently
the tumours evolved with accumulation of more mutations and escaped using HLA-LOH or
immunoediting. Collectively, these events lead to tumour progression and early recurrence, making
immune-ITH a novel hallmark of tumour evolution and progression.

Discussion
The clinical relevance of immune-ITH and its relationship with tumour evolution were not explored
previously. Our current study uncovered signi�cant degree of immune-ITH from multiple HCC tumour
regions and their inter-relationships with tumour evolution and impact on clinical outcome. We observed
a signi�cant degree of immune-ITH, which is linked to transcriptomic- or RNA-ITH. Importantly, a gradient
of immunoselective pressure was uncovered along with immune-ITH and under this distinctive
immunoselective pressure, the tumours employed distinct tumour escape mechanisms accordingly. The
immune-ITH transcriptomic signature provided insights in pathways associated with tumour progression
and dampening of immune response in TME. Lastly, our data demonstrated that immune-ITH correlated
to worse clinical pro�le and could predict for poorer disease prognosis in HCC patients, emphasizing that
immune–ITH as a hallmark of tumour evolution and critical indicator of disease progression. Taken
together, our current �ndings suggest that the tumour and immune-microenvironments exhibit extensive
cross-talk and co-evolve along tumour progression with increased immune-ITH, TME exhaustion and
distinct tumour mutations, supporting a tumour-immune parallel evolution model (Fig. 6g).

It is important to appreciate that tumour-immune interaction is heterogeneous, dynamic and also bi-
directional. For instance, immune pressure could potentially drive tumour genomic evolution14, 34; in
return, immune landscapes are also constantly being shaped by the tumour transcriptomic landscapes35,

36. From our current data, the HCC TME shifted from homogenously “good” to heterogenously “bad”
albeit exhausted and suppressive TME, forming a gradient of decreasing immunoselective pressure, an
indication of immune landscape evolution. The tumours, on the other hand, accumulated more mutations
especially subclonal neoantigens, showing its parallel evolution trajectory. Hence as concluded in the
current study, the tumour-immune dynamic is changing constantly to adapt to one another, strengthening
the concept of tumour-immune co-evolution championed by several previous studies37. Our �ndings also
highlight that even within a single tumour, each tumour sector harbours its own unique mutation and
microenvironment. This poses a notable challenge to conventional clinical decision-making, which is
based on sampling of a single tumour biopsy. Despite a recent report that claimed the reliability of single-
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sample in HCC from multi-region sampling and analysis using mainly IHC38, our data proposed herein the
existence of signi�cant immune heterogeneity with clinical relevance with in-depth immuno-phenotyping
pipeline.

Since both tumour mutational burden and TME have important implications in the response to
immunotherapy39, 40, higher total mutational burden, neoantigens loads as well as higher frequency of
exhausted PD-1+CD8+-T cells, which are the prime target for anti-PD-1 immune-checkpoint blockade, in
HCC tumours with high immune–ITH could potentially show better respond to immunotherapy. However,
it must also be taken into consideration that these tumours are also in�ltrated with more Treg and
harboured higher subclonal neoantigen levels (consistent with a more heterogenous tumour), which may
dampen the response and leading to resistance to immunotherapy41, 42. Moreover, the recent study from
liver cancer patients treated with immune-checkpoint blockade demonstrated that low tumor
transcriptomic diversity and higher cytolytic activity of CD8 + T cells, consistent with our tumours witn
low immune-ITH, predicts clinical response to immunotherapy6. Therefore, it will be very important and
interesting to study how this immune-ITH could affect response to immunotherapy with a deeper
understanding of this intratumoural immune–host dynamics, which we believe would be helpful to
stratify HCC patients for precision immunotherapy.

In conclusion, our study deciphers the complexity of intratumoural immune–host interaction and
provides evidence showing immune-ITH as a novel hallmark of tumour-immune co-evolution along HCC
progression.

Methods
Patients

95 tumour sectors from two to �ve regions per tumour (T), 28 matched adjacent non-tumour liver tissues
(N) and pre-surgical blood were obtained fresh from 28 HCC patients underwent surgical resection at
Singapore General Hospital, National Cancer Centre Singapore and National University Hospital
(Supplementary Table 1). Patient consent was obtained following each Institutional Review Board’s
guidelines. Patients received no pre or post-surgical treatment until recurrence, consistent with current
standard of care. This allows us to study the natural progression of disease without the in�uence from
treatment. Patients were monitored prospectively with regular imaging and other clinical investigations.
Strict protocol of multi-sector tumour sampling was followed (Supplementary Fig. 1a,b) and each sector
was divided for Mass Cytometry by Time-of-Flight (CyTOF), whole-genome sequencing (WGS) and RNA-
sequencing (Fig. 1a). Tumour-in�ltrating leukocytes (TILs) and non-tumour tissue-in�ltrating leukocytes
(NILs) were isolated by enzymatic digestion and peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) by Ficoll-
Paque layering as previously described16.
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CyTOF

CyTOF was performed as previously described16. Brie�y, TILs, NILs and PBMCs were either unstimulated
or stimulated with PMA and ionomycin (Sigma). Cells were processed and stained with 38 antibodies
(Supplementary Table 2) purchased preconjugated or conjugated in-house according to the
manufacturer’s instructions (Fluidigm) before analysis on a HeliosTMmass-cytometer (Fluidigm). The
generated �les were analysed using FlowJo (v.10.2; FlowJo) as previously described 43.

 

ITH quanti�cation and immunohistochemistry (IHC)

15-immune subsets were manually gated (Supplementary Fig. 2a) and the proportions in each tumour
sector were calculated. The ITH scores were calculated with reference to previously described methods9,

19 for patients with ≥2 tumour sectors using pairwise comparison of all sectors for: (i) DNA, as ratio of
the number of unique DNA mutations to the total number of DNA mutations; (ii) RNA, as 1 minus the
Spearman correlation coe�cient’s Rho of RNA expression of each gene; and (iii) immune, as 1 minus the
Spearman’s Rho of proportions of the 15 immune subsets. The median values were taken as the patient-
level ITH scores.

Multiplex IHC on representative formalin-�xed para�n-embedded tissues (n=26), was performed as
previously described44 with anti-human CD4 (Abcam, clone EPR6855, 1:200) and CD8 (DAKO, clone
C8/144B, 1:200) antibodies. The density of CD4+ and CD8+ was quanti�ed as number of cells/mm2 from
10 3mm2 representative �elds. We then calculated the standard deviation of cell density across tumour
regions, which re�ects the heterogeneity or similarity, for each tumour. The degree of �brosis were also
scored according to Metavir scoring system45 using standard H&E staining on the adjacent non-tumour
liver tissue sections.

 

RNA sequencing

Total RNAs were isolated from tissues using Picopure RNA-Isolation kit (Arcuturus, Ambion) and cDNAs
constructed using SMART-Seq®v4 UltraTM Low Input RNA Kit (Clontech, USA). Illumina-indexed libraries
were generated using Nextera-XT DNA-Library Prep Kit (Illumina, USA). RNA sequencing was performed
on HiSeq High output platform at the Genome Institute of Singapore (GIS).

The raw reads were aligned via STAR46 to the Human Reference Genome hg19 and the expected gene-
level counts were calculated using RSEM47. Only protein-coding genes with >1 count/million reads in ³5%
of the samples were retained. Data were normalized using DEseq2 and differentially expressed genes
(DEGs) analysis was performed using the R package Limma48 at false discovery rate (FDR)<0.01.
Pathway enrichment analyses were performed using DAVIDv6.8. For RNA-immune network and
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correlation analyses, genes from immune subsets were �ltered out according to the gene list provided by
CIBERSORT 21 and were performed using ggplot2 for selected DEGs with p<0.05 and rho≥0.4.

 

Whole genome sequencing (WGS)

WGS was performed as previously described9. Brie�y, DNA was extracted from tissues using Qiagen
AllPrep kit, DNA fragments were end-repaired, ligated with sequencing adapters, ampli�ed, and sequenced
by Illumina sequencing platform at GIS. Raw reads were mapped to the Human Reference Genome hg19
using Burrows–Wheeler Aligner. Duplicated reads were removed, base-quality recalibration and
realignment were performed. Somatic variants were called by comparing tumour versus non-tumour
samples using Mutect (v1.1.4)49.

 

Copy number variation (CNV) analysis and Non-silent mutations

Somatic CNVs were called and segmented with Sequenza. Gene-level copy-numbers were obtained with
GISTIC(v2.0) using segmented copy numbers50. Altered genome fraction was calculated by considering
the segments with integer copy number greater or less than the median copy number. The fraction was
calculated as total length of aberrant segments/total length of all segments. To compare the altered
genome fractions in two immune ITH groups, a two-sided Wilcoxon rank sum test was used. The CNV
frequency differences were identi�ed by comparing the cytoband level copy numbers between two
immune–ITH groups using Fisher’s exact test with adjusted Benjamini-Hochberg p-values.

Non-silent or nonsynonymous mutations were computed from mutations resulting in both missense
(mutations in a single nucleotide that result in alternation in amino acid encoded) and nonsense
(mutations in the DNA sequence resulting in a stop codon) mutations49.

 

Loss of heterozygosity in human leukocyte antigens (HLA-LOH) analysis, Neoantigen prediction and
immunoediting scoring

MHC class I: HLA-A, -B, -C genes were determined by Polysolver51, purity and ploidy values by Sequenza52

and HLA copy-number calling by LOHHLA53. Minor allele copy number<0.5 was considered as HLA-LOH.
Neoantigen prediction was performed using personalized Variant Antigens by Cancer
Sequencing(pVacSeq)54, and variants calling information were obtained from MuTect49. The variant calls
were annotated using VEP: 8- to 11-mer epitopes with <500 nM binding a�nity. Total, clonal (expressed
by all tumour sectors) and subclonal (expressed by at least one but not all sectors) neoantigens were
computed. The immunoediting scores were computed as the ratio of observed neoantigen/expected
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mutations as previously described14. Brie�y, the expected number of non-silent mutations and neo-
peptides were calculated based on mutational spectra estimated empirically14 and compared to the
observed number of non-silent mutations and neoantigens.

 

Survival analysis

Kaplan Meier analysis of recurrence-free survival (RFS) was performed with the log-rank (ManteleCox)
test (GraphPad Prism v7.0b). Univariate and multivariate analyses were performed using Cox
proportional hazards model.

Two public HCC datasets were analysed to assess the survival impact of the immune–ITH (using
n=1,709 DEGs) and FDR was estimated by 1,000-time bootstrap. Speci�cally, we segregated the patients
based on the differential expression level of 1,709 DEGs associated with immune-ITH from our current
cohort; i.e. the patients showing high expression of low-immune-ITH associated genes was grouped as
low-immune-ITH group and those with high expression of high-immune-ITH associated genes was
grouped as high immune-ITH group (Supplementary Fig. 8a). We then examined the survival pro�le
between these two groups of patients by Kaplan Meier. The raw counts for the Japanese Liver Cancer
from the International Cancer Genome Consortium (Liver Cancer-RIKEN, Japan; Project Code LIRI-JP) and
the TCGA dataset (Liver HCC, The Cancer Genome Atlas) were downloaded from the International Cancer
Genome Consortium Data Portal32 and FireBrowse33, respectively. Only protein-coding genes with FPKM
>1 (Japanese dataset) or raw counts >1 (TCGA dataset) in ³5 samples were retained and data were
normalized using DEseq2.
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Figure 1

Signi�cant degree of intratumoural heterogeneity (ITH) in the immune landscapes of HCC. a Two to �ve
tumour sectors (T), one adjacent non-tumour sector (N) and one PBMC (P) sample was harvested from
each HCC patient and analysed by CyTOF, RNA sequencing (seq) or whole genome sequencing (WGS) for
their genomic, transcriptomic and immunomic pro�les. b Pie charts showing the proportions of major
immune lineages in P, N and T sectors from representative tumours showing low (Patient B016) or high
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(Patient H255) immune-ITH. c Bar graphs showing proportions of 15 immune subsets (percentages of
each immune subsets of total live CD45+ immune cells) in 28 HCC patients (labelled and separated by
grey colour zone). d Representative images from multiplex immunohistochemistry (mIHC) stained for
CD8 (green), CD4 (red), and DAPI (blue) on either homogenous (patient A002) or heterogeneous (patient
C002) tumours. Scale bar, 50 μm.

Figure 2
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Immune intratumoural heterogeneity (ITH) quanti�cation and correlation with RNA- and DNA-ITH a
Heatmap showing relative immune–ITH scores of 28 HCC patients with respect to its median value at
0.10446. Each bar represents a single tumour sector. b Scatter plot for correlation between immune-ITH
scores by Spearman’s correlation and Euclidian distance metrics. c Correlation between immune-ITH
calculated from CyTOF data by Spearson’s correlation and standard deviation (SD) of CD4+ and CD8+ T-
cell density. d Correlation of ITH between immune, RNA (transcriptomic) and DNA (genomics) pro�les. b-d
Spearman’s correlation coe�cient, rho and p value were indicated.
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Figure 3

Differential immunoselective pressure in tumours with low versus high immune–intratumoural
heterogeneity (ITH). a Immune subsets that were signi�cantly enriched in tumours with low versus high
immune–ITH. b Left, representative multiplex immunohistochemistry (mIHC) images stained for CD4
(red), Foxp3 (yellow) and DAPI (blue) on tumour tissues with low (patient B016) or high (patient H319)
immune-ITH. Scale bar, 50 μm. Right, Treg cell density (count/mm2) in tumours with low versus high
immune-ITH. c Dot plots showing percentages of intracellular pro-in�ammatory cytokines IFN  and TNF
in CD3+ T cells from T1 to T5 tumour sectors of representative Patient H319. d Percentage of TNF  and
IFN -expressing CD3+ T cells in tumours with low and high immune–ITH. Cells were stimulated with
PMA/Ionomycin for 5h. a, b and d, Data was shown by box plot. The whiskers represent minimum and
maximum values, the band inside the box is the median and box edges show the �rst and third quartiles.
*P < 0.05, ** P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, ****P < 0.0001 by two-sided Mann-Whitney U-test.
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Figure 4

Signi�cant HLA-LOH and immunoediting in tumours with low immune-ITH a Copy number variations
(CNV) calculated based on altered genome fractions in low versus high immune–ITH tumours. **P < 0.01
by Two-sided Wilcoxon rank sum test. b Total non-silent mutational load in high versus low immune–ITH
tumours. c Total, clonal and subclonal neoantigen loads in low versus high immune–ITH tumours. d
Immune-ITH scores of each HCC tumour sector were plotted against its neoantigen/non-silent mutations
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ratio, which is indicative of immunoediting. Orange dash line denotes median level of immune-ITH or
median of neoantigen/non-silent mutations, as indicated respectively. Red circles show tumours with
HLA-LOH event and blue circles show intact HLA. e Immune–ITH scores in tumours with or without HLA-
LOH. f Ratio of neoantigen over non-silent mutation and g ratio of observed:expected neoantigen in high
versus low immune–ITH tumours with or without HLA-LOH. (a-c and e-g) Data was shown by box plot.
The whiskers represent minimum and maximum values, the band inside the box is the median and box
edges show the �rst and third quartiles. *P < 0.05 or ** P < 0.01 by two-sided Mann-Whitney U-test.
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Figure 5

Transcriptome-immune networks associated with immune–intratumoural heterogeneity (ITH). a and b
Transcriptome-immune network showing correlation between the immune subsets and the tumour
transcriptome associated with a low or b high immune–ITH. Green and red lines denote positive and
negative correlation, respectively (Spearman’s correlation test, rho ≥ 0.4, P < 0.05). The immune subsets
are denoted as Red: cytotoxic/activated; Blue: immunosuppressive/exhausted; and brown: controversial
roles. b DAVID pathway enrichment analysis of the genes enriched in tumours with low or high immune–
ITH. c Volcano plot showing DEGs with selected genes as highlighted in the low and high immune–ITH
tumours. The orange line denotes the false discovery rate (FDR) = 0.01.
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Figure 6

High immune–intratumoural heterogeneity (ITH) is associated with poor patient clinical outcome a
Immune–ITH in tumours: <5cm versus ≥5cm (size based on Milan criteria); low (F0-F1) versus high (F2-
F4) �brosis stage (METAVIR scoring system), without or with presence of microvascular invasion (MVI)
and early (stage I & II) versus late (Stage III) stage (TNM version 8). Data was shown by box plot. The
whiskers represent minimum and maximum values, the band inside the box is the median and box edges
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show the �rst and third quartiles. *P < 0.05 by two-sided Mann-Whitney U-test. b Heatmaps showing
immune-ITH, tumour size (cm), microvascular invasion (Yes as present; no as absent) and Stage (TNM
version 8) from 28 patients. c Kaplan-Meier curves for recurrence-free survival (RFS) pro�les of 28 HCC
patients with low or high immune–ITH tumours. d Multivariate analysis of clinical and biological
variables using Cox proportional hazards regression models. e Kaplan-Meier curves for RFS pro�les of
patients with tumours from early stages or without MVI segregated by low or high immune–ITH tumours.
f Kaplan-Meier curves for overall survival (OS) pro�les of Japanese (n=203) and TCGA cohorts (n= 315)
segregated DEGs associated with immune–ITH. Kaplan-Meier graphs showing immune-ITH low (green)
or high (red); Hazard ratio (HR) and logrank test P values as indicated. c, e and f Kaplan-Meier graphs
showing immune-ITH low (green) or high (red); Hazard ratio (HR) and logrank test P values as indicated.
g A graphical summary of tumour-immune co-evolution model with distinct tumour escape strategies.


